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RHTA meeting minutes 

Date: September 28, 2022 

Location: Griswold Middle School Rm 708 and virtual 

Time: 4:05   

1. Presidents’ report 

Michelle attended a local president meeting on September 12. Here are some highlights.  

 

a. Please see attachment #1 from Michelle about CEA strategic objectives. (pg 5 & 6) 

 

b. Please see attachment #2 from Michelle about CEA about important meetings (pg 7 & 

8) 

 

c. Please see attachment #3 from Michelle about the Connecticut Education Foundation 

kick off of its Holiday Bear Campaign to make the holidays brighter for hundreds of 

children. Do you have a student whose family may be struggling to afford gifts this 

year? CEF is accepting nominations and sponsors. See attachment at end of these 

minutes for more information. In addition to nominating, you may make a donation. 

RHTA will be donating $100 (pg 9 & 10) 

 

d. Dual Teaching- CEA is fighting back against new state education guidelines allowing 

the bad practice of dual teaching, CEA President Kate Dias calls on legislators to 

double down on the law they passed banning dual teaching in Connecticut schools. 

See attachment #4 to read full letter (pgs 11 & 12) 

 

e. Based on member concerns and interests, CEA has started five new work groups to 

tackle complex and large-scale issues that are both important and timely. Every 

member is invited to join one or more of the groups and work together with colleagues 

to analyze the issues, pool ideas, discuss solutions, and make recommendations to 

CEA’s Board of Directors to address challenges and opportunities facing both our 

students and our profession. The five work groups are: 

 

 Special Education 

 Service Providers 

 LGBTQ+ 

 Recruitment and Retention 

 Teacher Wellness 

 

f. The discussion for two years of covid teaching is still on the table. CEA is not asking for two 

years, but instead is asking for more percentage towards retirement for those two years 

 

g. Join CEA colleagues November 8 for Redesigning Education: A future Beyond Standardized 

Tests. See attachment #5 to read full letter (pg 13) 

 

More president’s report 

a) There is a Professional Development committee in the Rocky Hill Public Schools where 

Darlene starts by consulting with the committee 

b) We will be looking at teacher handbooks for alignment or rules vs contract 
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2. Committee News 

a) Treasurer’s Report-Sandy Fravel presented RHTA’s annual statement of Cash flow (Aug 21, 

2021 to Aug 20, 2022) 

 

b) Grievance Report:   

 

 There are no active grievances 

 Reminder: the procedure for grievances is that your grievance first goes to the building rep. 

 You may even go to your building rep for advice 

 

c) Membership- 

 union roster is updated 

 

 There is a lot of anti-union propaganda floating around. Anti-union email lists have 

been retrieved and they are emailing members. 

Anti-union groups are urging educators to join imposter groups that offer none of the 

protection or benefits of a legitimate union. They are inviting teachers to virtual 

“information sessions” deceptively marketed as live webinars to help teachers 

“understand their options.”   

 

The ultimate goal is to trick members into giving up their protections and rights and 

weaken the strong, collective voice that teachers in Connecticut have through their 

union. They usually have no staff or presence in Connecticut, no grievance 

representation for teachers, no support in the certification or evaluation process, no 

retirement planning assistance, no diversity, and — significantly 

no advocacy for competitive wages and benefits or legislative accomplishments on 

behalf of educators and students. What they have is an agenda.  

 

Their goals are to weaken and eliminate teachers’ unions in order to privatize 

schools and maximize profits for their corporate backers. To see what that looks like, 

look no further than states where teachers’ unions have been eroded or eliminated. 

 

d) Social-the social was well attended ($1221.29 with 54 in attendance)   

 

e) Regarding the sick days: The way that the contract is currently written, central office 

administration can ask you to provide a doctor's note for an absence if they have a 

"reasonable suspicion of abuse of sick leave". It's a rather open ended phrase that does not 

specify any concrete number of absences in a row or other circumstances. That said, if you are 

asked to get a sick note and your illness or condition did not require a visit to the doctor, by 

contract, this doctors visit/statement is at the expense of the board. If we are asked under that 

circumstance, our response can be something like, "which physician would the board like me to 

use for this visit?" This is addressed in Article 17 clause F in the professional agreement.  

 

f) Red for Ed shirts will be ready soon for new members 

 

g) We still need someone from Stevens School for the Contract Negotiations Committee that 

will start this summer 

 

            H) We still need someone from West Hill School for Building Rep 
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4. New Business: 

1. The RHTA June 2022 scholarship was awarded to Julianna Violette 

 

2. Abandoned Funds-TRB has some Inactive Members with Accounts that do not 

earn interest. While there are member accounts that are no longer eligible for 

any additional interest accrual and are deemed abandoned. We ask that you 

take a moment to review the Inactive Members with Abandoned Accounts list 

below to see if someone you know should apply for a refund. If you see a friend 

on this list that (or you know they are deceased) then please let them or their 

relative know that they have a claim to some money that is sitting at Teachers’ 

Retirement Board. Have them contact the Benefits Division at 959-867-6379 or by 

email at trb.benefits@ct.gov. 

 

 

5. Upcoming Events: 

 

 

mailto:trb.benefits@ct.gov
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 RHTA Officers for 2020-2021 are: 

Co-President             Doug Russell (RHHS 

Co-President               Michelle Bartha (GMS) 

Vice President            Kirsten Hassett (Moser) 

Secretary                    Adele Gali (RHHS) 

Treasurer                  Sandy Fravel (Stevens) 

 

 RHTA Building reps for 2021-2022 are 

 

RHHS Rep               Dave Fortier & Matt Bennett 

GMS Rep                Karla Harding & Michelle Walerysiak 

Stevens Rep             Laura O’Brien & Kristen Carter 

                                          West Hill Rep           Christina Boucher 

Moser School         Carissa Lastrina & Joe Couture 

 

 

 Other RHTA positions 2020-2021: 

 

Grievance Chair     Heidi Kokoska (Moser) 

Membership Chair     Sarah Sherman (Moser) 

Web Master               Laura Litke (GMS) 
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Attachment #1 (2 pages) 
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Attachment 2 (2 pages) 
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Attachment 3 (2 pages) 
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Attachment #4( 2 pages) 

Dear Legislator, 

I have been troubled by recent misinformation about a significant accomplishment of the legislature last session—the ban on the 

harmful practice of dual instruction. I want to thank you for your thoughtful support of that action, and to be sure that you have 

the facts—not misinformation—about protecting students from that inferior education model. 

It is also critical to know that your action did not ban remote education for sick or special needs students, or “course sharing,” as 

some have falsely claimed. Those options can be achieved without the resorting to dual instruction (see below). 

To quickly review, dual instruction is when a teacher is required to divide his or her attention between an in-person class of 

students, and a group of remote students at a different location on a laptop or tablet, at the same time. During the pandemic, 

teachers experienced firsthand the disruptions and inequities of this bad practice that jeopardized student learning, especially 

for our neediest students. Dual instruction goes against everything we know about sound educational practice, and studies have 

documented its shortcomings: 

  

 A study on dual teaching by Lora Bartlett at the University of California determined that it led to disengaged 

students, technology breakdowns, and a chaotic learning environment. 

 One year ago, the State Department of Education (SDE) determined that learning declines were substantially 

greater for students in hybrid-remote settings. Dual instruction was proven to be an inferior model that led to 

greater learning loss during the pandemic. 

Your action last session helped to improve student outcomes by banning this chaotic practice. You recognized that a fractured, 

simultaneous teaching model ensures that neither group of students has their needs fully met. 

SDE is now attempting to veto your action and bring back this inferior instructional model. The department is suggesting that the 

legislature didn’t understand what it was doing when it banned dual instruction. 

 SDE claims that adhering to the legislature’s ban on dual instruction would prohibit course sharing, where 

classes (such as Advanced Placement courses) could be team-taught or remotely taught. This is simply not true 

and can be easily accomplished through undivided remote instruction (instruction focused on engaging a 

remote cohort of students) or, when done within a district, by transporting students to a unified location (as is 

done every day for sports). Both models are far better for student learning than dual instruction. 

 SDE says it is concerned with equity, but under its plan to allow dual instruction, many special education 

students, and students in our most under-resourced schools, would not have a certified teacher in the 

classroom. This is inequity and second-class education—not what the Sheff case intended. The legislature was 

right to prohibit the failed model that contributed to learning loss in all grade levels, as SDE’s own research 

noted in their Student Assessment Report of 2021. 
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 SDE suggests that dual instruction meets the standard of least-restrictive environments, but there is no 

evidence that this is correct. To the contrary, special needs students require specialized and engaged 

instruction, the opposite of what is provided through dual instruction. A better solution? Homebound 

instruction or undivided remote instruction. Both are vastly superior to dual instruction for those special needs 

students who cannot be served in a classroom setting. 

If SDE is successful in creating harmful loopholes in the ban on dual instruction, we essentially throw in the towel on equity for 

all. Best practices for some, and inferior practices for others, is not equity. There are much better, evidence-based solutions, and 

Connecticut students deserve fairness and effective learning models. 

Thank you for protecting student learning with the ban on dual instruction last legislative session. We look forward to working 

with you in the coming session to ensure that all students receive a quality education. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Dias 

CEA President 
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Attachment #5 

 


